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1: BusinessObjects Information Design Tool Training - Beginner
Information Design Tool (IDT) is a SAP BusinessObjects metadata design environment that extracts, defines, and
manipulates metadata from relational and OLAP sources to create and deploy SAP BusinessObjects universes. This
tutorial explains the key concepts of SAP Information Design Tool (SAP IDT.

Operational Reporting Frequency of use in realtime projects: High Effort to develop: WEBI is a really
important tool to learn as it is one of the highest used tools in the Business Objects catalog. The template URL
for this would be http: This means that you can create, edit or view reports from anywhere around the world at
the comfort of your web browser. This opens the BI Launchpad, which as always would contain the list of
your recently used reports and the list of all available web-based reporting tools. The application starts loading
building up the suspense.. You can actually get an error here if your java version is not updated. But most of
you would be fine. Else, just download and install the latest version of java.. We now arrive at the below
screen where a window asks you what the source of your data would be. At this point, you must be wondering
why there is a need for 2 different options here. The answer is simple â€” like everything in life, no luxury
comes without costs. So it all boils down to the use case you have. Also, you can choose any other source as
you require as your requirement. Please note that all development before version 4. Double click on this folder
to find our connection. We see our connection sitting comfortably. Double click on it. This opens the list of all
HANA packages on the right-hand side. This now shows all our views that we have under this package. As
seen below, the left side pane shows the list of available fields on the view. The right side shows the actual
report design pane. The report would look exactly as what you design on the right side. Pull the fields you
require into the design pane. As seen below, a simple crosstab report appears. Double click on this name to be
able to edit it. Enclose the new name in double quotes. Click somewhere outside this text area to confirm the
change. Choose the chart type from the chart selection button shown below. This brings what looks like a
ghost of a pie chart on to the design pane. As seen below, we now have a decent looking chart showing scores
by employee ID. To save the report, use the Save or Save As buttons on top. It will ask for the folder where
you wish to save. This is now based on your requirement. Give it a sensible name and press Save as I do
below. The report name on the tab now reflects as Employee Report which also confirms that the report has
been saved to the repository. Proceed to the next page to continue readingâ€¦.
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2: SAP Business Objects Information design tool â€“ SAP HANA Tutorial (2/2)
SAP IDT 1 Information Design Tool (IDT) is a Business Objects design tool that extracts the data from different data
sources using an OLAP and Relational connection to create Universes.

If you are done with the first part.. If you are on 4. Right click on your project folder and then navigate to New
Data Foundation. It asks you for the technical name and description of this data foundation. Press Finish when
done. As seen below, the data foundation has been created successfully. Also, a connection pane opens up.
You only have access to the schemas which house the tables and view metadata as well. This is a bit of a mess
since all the information views from your entire SAP HAAN system are in this schema and it might take a
while to find it. This has been made better in the consequent SAP Business Objects versions which we will
learn soon but for now, double click on your view once you find it. Press the save button once done. The next
step now requires us to create a Business Layer. Again, you are now required to enter a technical name for this
business layer and a description. Press Next when done. It would ask you to select a data foundation. Since we
only have one data foundation here, it shows up. If you have multiple, choose the data foundation on which
you wish to build the report on later. As you press finish, the new business layer now appears. You are now
one step away from converting this Business layer to a universe by publishing it to the repository. Once we
have both these business layers, we will publish them together. If you are not interested in the explanation of
versions 4. Just a small added luxury.. We already created a relational connection earlier which we can use
here. But, we needed the secure connection. Instead the system only shows us the local. For now, we
compromise and pick this connection as the system gives us no choice. We would need to switch the
connection later once the business layer has been created. Expand the schema where your view is contained.
This version now saved us the time of creating a data foundation. Only then would we be allowed to publish
our business layer to the repository to create the universe. The data foundation opens up as shown below. SAP
Business Objects Information design tool â€” Publishing a Business Layer Finally, we reach the magical step
where we publish the business layers which creates a universe. This step is fairly straightforward. We will
publish our Business Objects artifacts here from now on. Double click on the folder to go inside. Press Finish
to publish your universe here. The Business Objects Information design tool congratulates you on this
monumental achievement. The universe is now saved on the repository with the same name as the business
layer with an extension of. You can see it resting in the folder below under the unx extension as explained
before. Press finish to save this new universe as well. IDT confirms that the publish was successful. This has
been the longest one by far. Had quite a slump and grew lazy in this duration but all the support for this site
and the fact that viewership has blown up in the last few months motivated me to write again and finish what I
started. This is a free to use site and supports itself on ads. Please support this initiative by sharing at least one
document on social media. It helps a lot.
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3: SAP Business Objects Web Intelligence â€“ SAP HANA Tutorial
www.enganchecubano.com Universe is created in Universe Designer in SAP Business Objects XI 3 or Universe created
using Universe Design tool. It can be converted to unx file in Information Design tool. Universe
www.enganchecubano.com to be converted should be stored in the repository. If the Universe is created with a Design.

SAP trigger point is an object which is assigned to an operation in routing in order to trigger a certain
function. We can trigger certain business functionality using SAP trigger points when an operation or a
production order statuses are getting changed. For example, we can trigger workflow to production manager
when scrap is recorded in the production or we can create another order or operation when rework is recorded,
etc. We can trigger production order relevant functions based on production order status system or user only.
As these actions are executed by a business user, SAP system updates the status to the operations and the
order. Below is the standard production order sequence. SAP Trigger Points In this example, succeeding
operations will be released when a preceding operation is confirmed. This will be done using a trigger point.
Here are the steps involved in the trigger point process: We can group trigger points with similar function
using this field. We can group SAP trigger points with different functionality into one group and assign it to
routing operations. This field is optional. Trigger point Function definition, Release Succeeding operations: In
that case, we can define the trigger point as shown below. Here, the function is to release the succeeding
operations OP02 to OP This function can be done automatically by the SAP system or manually. You can see
possible options for this field on the picture below. Click on button to copy the trigger point created
previously. Just select the line with the trigger point and navigate to the following menu: The detailed process
of production order execution will be explained in forthcoming tutorials. The idea of this small example is
simply to show how the trigger point is used in production order based on its status. Production Order
Operation View , we can see functionality of this trigger point. Confirmation of the First Operation â€”
Trigger Point Function Now, you can observe the status of the second operation in the order which was
automatically released by the trigger point. Status of Operations in Production Order This example illustrates
how SAP trigger points can be used to perform certain functions in this case, release subsequent operations in
production orders. Have any questions or comments? We would love to hear your feedback in the comments
section below.
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4: Business Objects Universe IDT for beginnersâ€“ SAP HANA Tutorial
SAP IDT About the Tutorial Information Design Tool (IDT) is a SAP BusinessObjects metadata design environment that
extracts, defines, and manipulates metadata from relational and OLAP sources to.

But with the advent of Business Objects 4. Consequently, since Business Objects Universe was a key
component of creating Webi Reports, it exists in huge numbers in projects that have been running for years.
Thus it makes it an important topic to know. The below application when it opens up, should look like as
shown below. Firstly, we would need the tool to be connected to the business objects server so that everything
we create here can be published to the online Business Objects repository. To do this, click on the green plus
sign or the black downward arrow marked below. Click on the Insert session button marked below. The below
dialog box opens which asks for your Business Objects server details. Provide your system name, username,
password and Authentication method as provided to you by your SAP security team. After the details are
filled, press OK to confirm. The BO repository connection has now been established as seen below. It would
ask you to name the project. Give it a meaningful name. Now, we can finally start building our Relational
connection. The next step requires you to choose the Middle-ware driver. The next step asks for your HANA
system credentials. Provide your username, password, host name and instance number. But right now, this
connection is local and not published to the repository. Local connections have the extension. To create a
secured connection, right click on our. This opens up the window where you see the connection details to
which the connection is going to be published to. In case you have multiple BO systems connected, you can
choose where to publish it to at this step. As seen below, the system confirms that the connection was
published successfully. The system prompt also asks if you wish to create a shortcut to this newly created cns
connection on the same project folder. Press Yes to confirm. Read the rest on the next page. As always, please
support the site by sharing at least 1 tutorial on social media.
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5: Official Product Tutorials â€“ SAP BusinessObjects Information Design Tool
SAP IDT i About the Tutorial Information Design Tool (IDT) is a SAP BusinessObjects metadata design environment that
extracts, defines, and manipulates metadata from relational and OLAP sources to create and deploy SAP
BusinessObjects universes.

The display of the Business layer objects can be modified by using the Business Layer view. It can also be
used to restrict the list and the number of objects displayed in the Business Layer pane. The objects which
share a business relationship can be grouped by the business layer views. Business layer views can be selected
in the Query Panel. The security to grant or deny the usage of the business layer objects can be defined by
using the business layer views. The Business Layer view is created or edited by opening Business Layer editor
by clicking on Business layer in the local project. Click Manage Business Layer view option in the Business
layer view pane. Edit the view name in the Name textbox. In the Objects in view box, select or clear the
checkboxes next to objects in the business layer to include or exclude them from the view. To work with only
the objects already included in the view, select Show selected objects only as shown in the following
screenshot. Enter or edit a description for the view in the Description textbox. Click OK to save the changes.
Note â€” It is not possible to change the Master view. A parameter can be created in a Business Layer or Data
Foundation which requires a user input or predefined input value. A predefined fixed value. If selected, the
user is prompted to enter a value at run time. If cleared, a pre-defined value is entered at runtime for the
parameter. Set Values Available when the prompt to users option is unselected. Lets you enter one or more
values to be used for the parameter at the run time. Data Types The data type required for the answer to the
prompt. Allow multiple values If selected, lets the user take multiple values from the list of values. Keep last
values If selected, the last value chosen by the user is kept when the prompt is re-run. Index aware prompt If
selected, the key column is included in the prompt to restrict the values in a list. The key column is not visible
to the user. Associated list of values A list of values to provide values for the prompt. Select only from list If
selected, the user is forced to select a member in the list. A parameter that is defined in Data Foundation is
directly inherited to the business Layer on the top of Data Foundation. Parameters properties are shown in the
right pane. Use various properties as defined in the previous topic. To edit an existing parameter, select the
parameter from the list and edit it. Using LOVs, the value of a prompt can be selected from the list of values
associated with an object. It allows a data set to be restricted to the selected values. Different types of LOVs
can be used. Queries in Business Layer A Query panel is used to create queries and query objects are
associated with the Business Layer. These are normally used in IDT to validate the Business layer. To insert a
new query or edit an existing query, click the Query pane in the Business Layer pane. Click Insert Query to
add a new query. This will open the Query panel. A new query can be created or an existing query can be
edited and click OK. Enter the name and description of Query. The objects in query can be edited by clicking
Edit query option. The pre-aggregated data in the tables can be used by using the aggregate awareness. The
query performance can be improved by using the aggregate awareness by processing less number of rows.
When an aggregate aware object is added in query, the query generator retrieves the data from the table with
the highest aggregation level. If the query asks for sales per month, the query generator will retrieve the data
from aggregated table. To use aggregate awareness, first the aggregated table has to be loaded to database and
then add the table to Data Foundation. Define aggregate aware objects. These are the objects in the business
layer for which queries to use the aggregate tables when possible, instead of performing aggregation using
non-aggregate tables.
6: SAP Trigger Points Tutorial - Free SAP PP Training
SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence platform Document Version: Support Package 4 - Information Design Tool
User Guide.
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7: Official Product Tutorials â€“ SAP BusinessObjects BI Launch Pad x
The following tutorials have been developed to help you get started using the Business Intelligence Suite products. New
content is added as soon as it becomes available, so check back on a regular www.enganchecubano.com can submit
and vote on ideas for enhancements to.

8: What is Shipping Point ? How to Define Shipping Point in SAP - SAP Tutorial
The following tutorials have been developed to help you get started using the Business Intelligence Suite products. New
content is added as it becomes available, so check back on a regular basis. The video versions of these tutorials on
YouTube include optional text captions that can be translated.

9: SAP IDT .unv Universe Introduction
SAP BusinessObjects is the main application coming under SAP Business Intelligence (BI).Here is an introductory
tutorial with PDF training materials about SAP Business Objects. User, administrator, deployment & customization
guides can read.
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